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When fluids of anisotropic molecules are placed in temperature gradients, the molecules may align themselves
along the gradient: this is called thermo-orientation. We discuss the theory of this effect in a fluid of particles
that interact by a spherically symmetric potential, where the particles’ centres of mass do not coincide with
their interaction centres. Starting from the equations of motion of the molecules, we show how a simple
assumption of local equipartition of energy can be used to predict the thermo-orientation effect, recovering the
result of Wirnsberger et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 226001 (2018)]. Within this approach, we show that for
particles with a single interaction centre, the thermal centre of the molecule must coincide with the interaction
centre. The theory also explains the coupling between orientation and kinetic energy that is associated with
this non-Boltzmann distribution. We discuss deviations from this local equipartition assumption, showing
that these can occur in linear response to a temperature gradient. We also present numerical simulations
showing significant deviations from the local equipartition predictions, which increase as the centre of mass of
the molecule is displaced further from its interaction centre.

I. INTRODUCTION

The responses of fluids to non-equilibrium forcing can
be rich and surprising. For example, temperature gradi-
ents can drive thermophoretic motion1–3 as well as insta-
bilities to convection.4 For fluids whose molecules lack
inversion symmetry, one may observe spontaneous align-
ment of molecules along a thermal gradient;5–10 this is
known as the thermo-orientation effect. If the molecules in
the fluid are polar, such a spontaneous orientation results
in an emergence of electrical polarisation, or ‘thermopo-
larisation’, as found in computer simulations of water11–15

and other fluids.6–9,16,17 Thermopolarisation and thermo-
orientation effects are thought to have a common ori-
gin;5,7,8 in the following, we consider non-polar molecules
without any electrostatic interactions, so our analysis
is restricted to the thermo-orientation effect. However,
we anticipate the principles described here can also be
applied to thermopolarisation.
The analysis of such non-equilibrium effects is chal-

lenging: in contrast to equilibrium situations, methods
that start from the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution can
no longer be applied, and the standard methods of equi-
librium statistical physics lose much of their power. If
deviations from equilibrium are small, then one may ex-
ploit ideas of non-equilibrium thermodynamics,18 but this
is a macroscopic theory, so its predictive power for molec-
ular properties is limited.
Alternatively, one may use methods based on kinetic

theory, starting from microscopic equations of motion and
adopting a mechanical approach based on the balance of
forces and torques. This leads to the hierarchy of equa-
tions due to Bogolyubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood and
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Yvon (BBGKY).19 These equations provide a detailed
microscopic description of the non-equilibrium steady
state, but their analysis is feasible only if the complexity
of the many-particle system can be simplified in some
way. In gases, one may attack these equations directly by
estimating the effects of collisions on particle positions
and momenta.20 In liquids, one more commonly works
with equations of motion for hydrodynamic variables (as
in the approach of Irving and Kirkwood21), which can
be closed by means of constitutive equations. Recently,
methods that derive fluid properties directly from equa-
tions of motion have seen a resurgence of interest in non-
equilibrium systems, particularly in active matter,22–27

including methods based explicitly on force and torque
balance.22,26,27 Here, we use these methods to analyse
thermo-orientation.
A recent article8 presented a theory which can pre-

dict the degree of thermo-orientation based on molecular
parameters and the equation of state of a (non-polar)
reference fluid. The theory starts from a thermodynamic
perspective and its derivation requires several assump-
tions about the response of individual molecules to ‘ideal’
(thermodynamic) forces. In this work, we analyse these
phenomena via the equations of motion of individual par-
ticles. Our approach recovers the results of Ref. 8 and
also accounts for some deviations between theory and sim-
ulation seen in that work. Moreover, our results provide a
deeper understanding of the nature of the non-equilibrium
steady state, including formulae for a (non-Boltzmann)
probability distribution of single-particle properties.
The form of the paper is as follows. Sec. II defines

the model and states is governing equations. Sec. III
describes the theory and the main physical insights that
it provides. In Sec. IV, we present numerical results, while
Sec. V contains our conclusions. Technical aspects of the
theoretical calculations are included in appendices.
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II. MODEL

A. Equations of motion for particles

We focus on the simplest model for thermo-orientation
that was considered in Ref. 8. Consider a fluid of identical
particles interacting by Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions.
We work in 𝑑 = 3 dimensions, although our results also
apply for 𝑑 = 2. Particle 𝑖 has an orientation that is
encoded in a unit vector 𝑒𝑖, and its LJ interaction centre
is displaced by 𝛼𝑒𝑖 from the centre of mass. Hence, the
interaction potential between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗 is 𝑉 (|𝑅𝑖 −
𝑅𝑗 |), with 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖+𝛼𝑒𝑖 and 𝑉 (𝑟) = 4𝜀[(𝜎/𝑟)12−(𝜎/𝑟)6],
where 𝜎 is the particle diameter and 𝜀 is the interaction
energy. Each particle has mass 𝑚 and moment of inertia
𝐼, which we assume to be a scalar. We also define a
dimensionless ‘molecular shape parameter’ 𝜒 = 𝑚𝛼2/𝐼.
In our numerical simulations, the moment of inertia is 𝐼 =
𝑚𝜎2/10, corresponding to a spherical mass distribution
with diameter 𝜎. The temperature 𝑇 is measured in units
such that Boltzmann’s constant 𝑘B = 1.

In Fig. 1, we show a schematic of the thermo-orientation
effect. The fluid is coupled to a hot and a cold reservoir.
After an initial transient period that depends on initial
conditions, the system converges to a steady state in
which there is a temperature gradient ∇𝑇 . Let 𝑛 be a
unit vector parallel to ∇𝑇 and let

𝒜𝑇 =
1

𝑇
(𝑛 · ∇𝑇 ) (1)

be the normalised (scalar) temperature gradient. In our
simulations, 𝑛 is the unit vector along the 𝑧 axis. Follow-
ing Ref. 8, our theory also includes an external body force
of magnitude 𝐹 ext parallel to 𝑛, acting on the particles’
centres of mass. Our analysis concerns linear responses
to 𝒜𝑇 and 𝐹 ext. We assume that there are no particle
currents in the steady state of the system, as in Ref. 8.
In response to the temperature gradient and the external
force, the system will develop a density gradient parallel
to 𝑛. For convenience, we define the normalised density
gradient in the same manner as the temperature gradient
above, namely 𝒜𝜌 = 𝜌−1(𝑛 · ∇𝜌).

Let 𝑓𝑖 be the (total) force exerted on particle 𝑖 by the
other particles. The equations of motion for this particle
are

�̇�𝑖 = 𝑚−1𝑝𝑖, �̇�𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖,

�̇�𝑖 = 𝐼−1𝐿𝑖 × 𝑒𝑖, �̇�𝑖 = 𝛼(𝑒𝑖 × 𝑓𝑖),
(2)

where 𝑝𝑖 is the linear momentum, 𝐿𝑖 is the angular mo-
mentum and 𝐹𝑖 = 𝐹 ext𝑛+ 𝑓𝑖. The quantity 𝐿𝑖 · 𝑒𝑖 is a
constant of motion: we set 𝐿𝑖 · 𝑒𝑖 = 0 for all particles.
Let

𝜌(𝑟) = 𝑁⟨𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩ (3)

be the particle density at position 𝑟 in the steady state of
the system. In this formula, the angle brackets (without
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hfii
<latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit>

r(⇢T )
<latexit sha1_base64="vD9zCzFsXYDLe/CvDi1Q4sP3F9o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vD9zCzFsXYDLe/CvDi1Q4sP3F9o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vD9zCzFsXYDLe/CvDi1Q4sP3F9o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vD9zCzFsXYDLe/CvDi1Q4sP3F9o=">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</latexit>

hfii
<latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+bHsNfMGI3KILx0riyjDHk1pJZo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="X7bXWfCdxdA3O239JIQ+HoM8d7o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X7bXWfCdxdA3O239JIQ+HoM8d7o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X7bXWfCdxdA3O239JIQ+HoM8d7o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X7bXWfCdxdA3O239JIQ+HoM8d7o=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="J+NTADFlu/5ddS6NPer6ecaRvIU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+NTADFlu/5ddS6NPer6ecaRvIU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+NTADFlu/5ddS6NPer6ecaRvIU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+NTADFlu/5ddS6NPer6ecaRvIU=">AAADN3icbVJNj9MwEHXC1xK+unDkYm21glOV9LBwXNELQiAtqG1W2pTKdiapVTuJbGehsvLDOPIzOHFDXPkHOGmQ2i4jWXqeN6OZ92xaCa5NGP7w/Fu379y9d3Q/ePDw0eMng+Onc13WisGMlaJUl5RoELyAmeFGwGWlgEgqIKbrScvH16A0L4up2VSwkCQveMYZMS61HHxPCvjCSilJkdrElFQ31iwTScxKSdtem2CvBKCx/2g4JCeTnmRE2MkhG8c9S6mND8npdKd12rI6y4jkYhMkFVG0/GrHTLoaRfIcUsXzlcHBm6BZDobhKOwC3wRRD4aoj4vlsfc5SUtWSygME0TrqyiszMISZTgT4CbXGirC1iSHKwcLIkEvbOd1g09dJsVZqdwpDO6yux2WSK03krrKVo0+5Nrkf7lKG8XZWu/NtysQ12D2c1RuvVM57cZbkNXKocaGozMnPWpPE5wmCnYdVjKFjNTCNJa5Hd0S+NP7d1jrTsm+apO9XlheVLWBgm1FZ7XApsTtJ8IpV8CM2DhAmOLON8xWRBFm3FcL3ItEh/7fBPPxKHJ7fhwPz0/6tzlCz9EJeoki9Aqdo7foAs0Q8154H7y5F/vf/J/+L//3ttT3+p5naC/8P38BMm4O1A==</latexit>

n
<latexit sha1_base64="or7c/JiUnqqjI+U5WtABd11XWrM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="or7c/JiUnqqjI+U5WtABd11XWrM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="or7c/JiUnqqjI+U5WtABd11XWrM=">AAADPnicbVI9b9swEKXUr1T9ctqxCxEnQCdD8pB2DOClKDqkhR0HiByDpE4yYZISSCqJQei/dexf6B/oVnTtWMpWAdvpAQQe37vD3TuSVoIbG8c/gvDBw0ePnxw8jZ49f/HyVe/w9YUpa81gwkpR6ktKDAiuYGK5FXBZaSCSCpjS5ajVpzegDS/V2K4qmElSKJ5zRqyn5r3vqYJbVkpJVOZSW1LTODtPJbELLV17baKdFIDG/ZNhXxyNOpER4Ub76nTaqZS66b44Hm+VjlvV5DmRXKyitCKalnduyKTP0aQoINO8WFgcHadUOtUcR828148H8TrwfZB0oI+6OJ8fBtdpVrJagrJMEGOukriyM0e05UyAH6A2UBG2JAVceaiIBDNz65U3+MQzGc5L7Y+yeM1uVzgijVlJ6jNbU2Zfa8n/apWxmrOl2envFiBuwO5yVG5WqAu6bu9AVguPGhcPTr31pD1NdJJq2F60lhnkpBa2cczP6IfAXz9/wsasney6tvmHmeOqqi0otjGd1wLbErd/CWdcA7Ni5QFhmvu9YbYgmjDrf1zkXyTZ3/99cDEcJH7OL8P+2VH3NgfoLTpC71CC3qMz9BGdowliwSAYB7PgOvwW/gx/hb83qWHQ1bxBOxH++QvBxhGx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="or7c/JiUnqqjI+U5WtABd11XWrM=">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</latexit>

|↵|
<latexit sha1_base64="WmG3S6hBBzSYNueC/4CZVwu8rsw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WmG3S6hBBzSYNueC/4CZVwu8rsw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WmG3S6hBBzSYNueC/4CZVwu8rsw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WmG3S6hBBzSYNueC/4CZVwu8rsw=">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</latexit>

FIG. 1. Two molecules in a thermal gradient, without an
imposed body force (𝐹 ext = 0). Black circles indicate centres
of mass and white circles indicate LJ centres. The vector
from the centre of mass to the LJ centre is 𝛼𝑒𝑖. We show
the case 𝛼 < 0, consistent with our numerical work. The
particles feel an average force to the right (as indicated),
which acts at their LJ centre, and causes a torque that tends
to increase the probability of configuration 𝐵. However, the
molecular orientation is coupled with its kinetic energy, which
also affects the orientational statistics, as discussed in the
main text. The net result is that configuration 𝐴 is more
probable than configuration 𝐵 in the system that we consider.
(In cases where an external body force 𝐹 ext is applied, it is
assumed to act at the centre of mass.)

any subscript) indicate an average in the steady state of
the system; the (Dirac) delta means that the mean number
of particles in any spatial domain can be obtained by
integrating 𝜌(𝑟) over that region. For any single-particle
observable 𝐴, we also define the conditional average of
𝐴 for particles at 𝑟. We denote this average by angle
brackets with subscript 𝑟, that is

⟨𝐴⟩𝑟 =
⟨𝐴𝑖𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩
⟨𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩

=
𝑁

𝜌(𝑟)
⟨𝐴𝑖𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩ , (4)

where we have used Eq. (3). A central object of interest
in this work is the molecular alignment

⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 = ⟨𝑒 · 𝑛⟩𝑟, (5)

which measures the extent to which particle orientations
are aligned with the temperature gradient or the applied
body force.

B. Equations of motion for correlation functions

We consider steady-state correlation functions such as
⟨𝐴𝑖𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩ and ⟨𝐴⟩𝑟. As an example, take 𝐴𝑖 = 𝑝𝜇𝑖 ,
which denotes a Cartesian component of the vector 𝑝
(so 𝜇 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). We compute the time derivative of the
relevant expectation value and simplify it by using the
equations of motion (as in Ref. 21), giving

d

d𝑡
⟨𝑝𝜇𝑖 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩ = ⟨𝐹𝜇

𝑖 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩

+

⟨
𝑝𝜇𝑖 𝑝

𝜈
𝑖

𝑚

𝜕

𝜕𝑟𝜈𝑖
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)

⟩
.

(6)
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Throughout this article, we use implicit summation over
repeated Cartesian indices (in this case 𝜈). The derivative
of the delta function may appear problematic, but the
expectation value involves an integral over 𝑟𝑖, so that all
ambiguities can be avoided by integrating by parts. In
addition, we have (𝜕/𝜕𝑟𝜈𝑖 )𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖) = −(𝜕/𝜕𝑟𝜈)𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖),
and we note that the expectation value is taken at steady
state, so the time derivative of the expectation value must
vanish. Hence

0 = ⟨𝐹𝜇
𝑖 𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩ − ∇𝜈

⟨
𝑝𝜇𝑖 𝑝

𝜈
𝑖

𝑚
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)

⟩
, (7)

where ∇𝜈 indicates a derivative with respect to 𝑟𝜈 . Since
the expectation value is a continuous function of 𝑟, this
derivative exists. This equation is a force-balance condi-
tion for particles at 𝑟. It may be alternatively be written
as

𝜌(𝑟)⟨𝐹𝜇⟩𝑟 = ∇𝜈

[︂
𝜌(𝑟)

⟨
𝑝𝜇𝑝𝜈

𝑚

⟩
𝑟

]︂
, (8)

which balances a body force per unit volume (left-hand
side) with the divergence of the momentum flux (right-
hand side).

C. One-particle Liouville equation

Average forces and fluxes are useful, but to obtain a
more detailed analysis of the non-equilibrium steady state,
we consider the probability distribution for the full state
(orientation, linear momentum and angular momentum)
of a particle at 𝑟,

𝒫(𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿|𝑟) = 𝑁

𝜌(𝑟)
⟨𝛿(𝑒−𝑒𝑖)𝛿(𝑝−𝑝𝑖)𝛿(𝐿−𝐿𝑖)𝛿(𝑟−𝑟𝑖)⟩.

(9)
The mean force acting on a particle with this state is

𝑓 =
⟨𝑓𝑖𝛿(𝑒− 𝑒𝑖)𝛿(𝑝− 𝑝𝑖)𝛿(𝐿−𝐿𝑖)𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩
⟨𝛿(𝑒− 𝑒𝑖)𝛿(𝑝− 𝑝𝑖)𝛿(𝐿−𝐿𝑖)𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖)⟩

(10)

which depends in general on (𝑟, 𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿). Applying the
same methodology as we did when simplifying Eq. (6), one
may enforce that the time-derivative of the steady-state
distribution 𝒫 must vanish. The result is

0 =
1

𝑚𝜌
𝑝 · ∇𝑟(𝜌𝒫) + 𝐼−1∇𝑒 · ((𝐿× 𝑒)𝒫)

+∇𝑝 ·
(︀
(𝑛𝐹 ext + 𝑓)𝒫

)︀
+ 𝛼∇𝐿 ·

(︀
(𝑒× 𝑓)𝒫

)︀
,

(11)

where we emphasise that 𝜌 depends on 𝑟, while 𝒫 and
𝑓 both depend on (𝑟, 𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿). This result may also be
identified as the first equation of the BBGKY hierarchy.
Multiplying Eq. (11) by 𝑝𝜇 and integrating over 𝑝, 𝑒 and
𝐿 recovers Eq. (8). In fact, Eq. (11) describes the balance
of all possible one-body forces and fluxes, and individual
balance conditions can be obtained from it by suitable
integrals. We also emphasise that this formula is valid
for positions 𝑟 in the bulk of the system, far from any
reservoirs.

III. THEORY OF THERMALLY INDUCED ALIGNMENT

A. Motivation

The central object of interest in this study is ⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟
as defined in Eq. (5). Using the notation we introduced
above, the key prediction of Ref. 8 for this system can
then be summarised as

⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 =
𝛼

𝑑

(︂
1

𝑇
⟨𝑓 · 𝑛⟩𝑟 −𝒜𝑇

)︂
. (12)

This formula is predictive because 𝒜𝑇 is the (imposed)
temperature gradient, and ⟨𝑓 ·𝑛⟩𝑟 can be computed from
the equation of state (see below). In this equation, we
wrote 𝑇 as shorthand notation for 𝑇 (𝑟). We will continue
to use this notation in cases where there is no ambiguity;
similarly, 𝜌 will indicate 𝜌(𝑟). Eq. (12) is given here using
slightly different notation from that used in Ref. 8; we
explain these differences in Appendix A.
We will show how Eq. (12) can be related to the

equations of motion [Eq. (2)] and the Liouville equation
[Eq. (11)]. The analysis is based on formulae that describe
the extent to which equipartition of energy operates in
this non-equilibrium steady state. Note that our analysis
includes the possibility of external forces that act on the
particle centres of mass, so the molecular alignment can
already be finite in equilibrium states, which correspond
to 𝒜𝑇 = 0. We return to this point below.

B. Torque balance in linear response

To obtain information about the molecular alignment,
it is useful to derive a torque-balance condition that is
analogous to the force-balance equation [Eq. (8)]. One
starts from an equation similar to Eq. (6), but replacing
𝑝𝜇𝑖 by (𝐿𝑖 × 𝑒𝑖)

𝜇. The analogue of Eq. (8) is⟨
𝛼[𝑓𝜇 − 𝑒𝜇(𝑒 · 𝑓)]− 𝑒𝜇

|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟

= ∇𝜈

⟨
𝑝𝜈(𝐿× 𝑒)𝜇

𝑚

⟩
𝑟

,

(13)
where we used 𝐿𝑖 · 𝑒𝑖 = 0 and the vector product identity
𝑎× (𝑏× 𝑐) = 𝑏(𝑎 · 𝑐)− 𝑐(𝑎 · 𝑏). The expectation value on
the right-hand side of Eq. (13) vanishes in linear response,
and the additional spatial gradient means that this term
contributes at third order in the temperature gradient.
We therefore neglect it in the following. This leads to

𝛼⟨𝑓𝜇 − 𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 =

⟨
𝑒𝜇

|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟

. (14)

This equation, together with the force-balance equation
[Eq. (8)], plays a central role in what follows.

C. Local equipartition (LEP) approach

To make progress, we must evaluate the averages in-
volving momentum co-ordinates in Eqs (8) and (14). At
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equilibrium (𝒜𝑇 = 0), this can be done by equipartition of
energy. In the linear response regime (small 𝒜𝑇 ), it is still
consistent to use the equilibrium equipartition formula
⟨𝑝𝜈𝑝𝜇⟩𝑟 = 𝑚𝑇𝛿𝜇𝜈 in Eq. (8). (Corrections to equilibrium
equipartition enter Eq. (8) only at third order.) Taking
the scalar product with the unit vector 𝑛 yields

𝜌𝐹 ext = 𝜌𝑇 (𝒜𝑇 +𝒜𝜌)− 𝜌𝑛 · ⟨𝑓⟩𝑟. (15)

We identify the ideal pressure as 𝑃 id = 𝜌𝑇 and the gra-
dient of the excess pressure as ∇𝑃 ex = −𝜌⟨𝑓⟩𝑟. The
left-hand side of Eq. (15) therefore corresponds to the
external force per unit volume and the right-hand side
corresponds to the gradient of the (total) pressure: this
is mechanical equilibrium, 𝜌𝐹 ext = ∇(𝑃 id + 𝑃 ex). If
the equation of state of the fluid is known, this means
that the density gradient can be computed, which enables
determination of ⟨𝑓⟩𝑟.

For systems out of equilibrium, we will show that it is
not consistent to use equilibrium equipartition formulae
to average the angular momenta in Eq. (14). In fact,
consistency with Ref. 8 requires that we take

⟨𝑒𝜇|𝐿|2/𝐼⟩𝑟 = (𝑑− 1)⟨𝑒𝜇𝑇 (𝑅𝑖)⟩𝑟, (16)

where we recall that 𝑅𝑖 is the position of the LJ centre of
the molecule. That is, a form of equipartition still holds,
but the temperature is to be evaluated at the position
of the LJ centre, which we also identify as the ‘thermal
centre’ of the molecule. At equilibrium, 𝑇 (𝑅𝑖) = 𝑇 and
one recovers the equilibrium result: the factor of 𝑑 − 1
enters because 𝐿𝑖 · 𝑒𝑖 = 0, so the angular momentum
has 𝑑− 1 independent components. A first-order Taylor
expansion of the temperature in Eq. (16) about the centre
of mass gives⟨

𝑒𝜇|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟

= (𝑑− 1)𝑇

(︂
⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟 +

𝛼𝒜𝑇𝑛
𝜇

𝑑

)︂
. (17)

The second term on the right-hand side is proportional
to the distance between the molecular centre of mass
and its thermal centre. The pre-factor of this term could
be altered by replacing 𝑅𝑖 in Eq. (16) by some other
position within the molecule. However, we will see later
that Eq. (16) is not arbitrary: it is constrained by the
form of the Liouville equation [Eq. (11)].
We assume additionally that the molecular force is

uncorrelated with its orientation,

⟨𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 =
1

𝑑
⟨𝑓𝜇⟩𝑟 , (18)

where we used ⟨𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 = ⟨𝑓𝜈⟩𝑟⟨𝑒𝜇𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 by indepen-
dence and ⟨𝑒𝜇𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 = 𝛿𝜇𝜈/𝑑, which is valid in linear re-
sponse because the orientation is a unit vector that is
distributed isotropically at zeroth order. At equilibrium
(𝒜𝑇 = 0), Eq. (18) does hold; the LEP assumption is
that it remains true away from equilibrium. Combining
Eqs (14), (17) and (18) yields Eq. (12).
Note that if the temperature is constant throughout

the system, then the assumptions of Eqs (16) and (18)

are exact: they can be derived from the Boltzmann dis-
tribution. In this case, Eq. (12) is exact and together
with Eq. (15) yields ⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 = 𝛼

𝑑 (𝒜𝜌 − 𝐹 ext/𝑇 ). This
result, which was verified numerically in the ‘∇𝜌 runs’ of
Ref. 8, gives an exact prediction of particle orientation
in equilibrium states with applied external forces, at the
level of linear response.

D. Physical interpretation of LEP

We have derived Eq. (12) from the molecular equations
of motion [Eq. (2)] using the assumptions of Eqs (16)
and (18). This approach gives a microscopic theoretical
foundation for the arguments of Ref. 8. We will discuss
these assumptions in more detail below and compare
them to numerical simulations. However, before doing so,
we summarise the overall physical picture illustrated in
Fig. 1.
For thermo-orientation in the absence of an external

body force, the ideal pressure gradient in Eq. (15) is non-
zero, and it must be balanced by the interparticle force
⟨𝑓⟩𝑟. The ideal pressure gradient is the divergence of
the momentum flux: particles move more slowly in cold
regions, so the time spent there tends to be longer. The
interparticle force balances out this tendency. This force
acts on the LJ centre and thus exerts a torque on the
molecule (recall Fig. 1). Hence the force appears in the
torque-balance equation [Eq. (12)].
However, molecular alignment also displaces particles’

thermal centres and changes their kinetic energies. This
favours configurations where the thermal centres are closer
to the cold bath, since the reduced angular velocity means
that particles stay longer in these configurations. This
effect generates the temperature-gradient term in Eq. (12).
In the example considered here, the two contributions to
the right-hand side of Eq. (12) have opposite signs, with
the temperature-gradient term being larger in magnitude.
This mechanical derivation and interpretation of Eq. (12)
are the first key insight of this paper.

It is useful to note at this point that this LEP construc-
tion is straightforwardly extended to arbitrary shaped
molecules, along the lines discussed in Ref. 9. The argu-
ments of the following Section III E can also be extended,
but in that case the position of the thermal centre cannot
be deduced from the equations of motion, in contrast to
the off-centre LJ particles considered here.

E. LEP distribution

The assumptions of Eqs (16) and (18) may seem arbi-
trary at this stage. We now show that these results can
be justified in terms of a one-body probability distribu-
tion 𝒫 that solves the Liouville equation [Eq. (11)]. That
is, while alternative assumptions might appear plausible,
they would not typically be consistent with Eq. (11).
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We will introduce several ansätze for 𝒫, of the form

𝒫(𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿|𝑟) = 𝜑(𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿|𝑟)𝒫0(𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿|𝑟)
𝑍

,

where 𝑍 is a normalisation constant, 𝜑 is a smooth func-
tion and 𝒫0 = 𝛿(|𝑒|2 − 1)𝛿(𝑒 ·𝐿) enforces that 𝑒 is a unit
vector and 𝐿 is perpendicular to 𝑒. The simplest ansatz
for 𝒫 is that only the kinetic energy is correlated with the
position: this motivates the name ‘local equipartition’. It
means that

𝒫LEP =
1

𝑇 (𝑟 + �̃�𝑒)𝑑−1/2
exp

(︂ −𝒦
𝑇 (𝑟 + �̃�𝑒)

+ 𝛾𝑒 · 𝑛
)︂ 𝒫0

𝑍LEP
,

(19)
where 𝛾 is a parameter related to the molecular alignment,
�̃�𝑒 is the vector from the centre of mass to the thermal
centre (we are treating �̃� as an adjustable parameter),
and

𝒦 =

(︂ |𝑝|2
2𝑚

+
|𝐿× 𝑒|2

2𝐼

)︂
(20)

is the kinetic energy. (Recall 𝐿 ·𝑒 = 0, so |𝐿×𝑒|2 = |𝐿|2.)
In Eq. (19), 𝑇 (𝑟 + �̃�𝑒) is the value of the temperature at
the thermal centre. It is shown in Appendix B 2 that the
ansatz (19) is consistent with Eq. (11) only if the mean
force on the particle is

𝑓LEP = 𝑛
[︀
𝑢0𝑇 +𝒜𝑇

(︀
𝒦 −𝒦

)︀]︀
, (21)

where 𝒦 = 𝑇 (𝑑− 1/2) is the mean kinetic energy and 𝑢0

is another parameter. In addition, Eq. (11) imposes

(𝐹 ext/𝑇 ) + 𝑢0 = 𝒜𝑇 +𝒜𝜌, (22)

which is equivalent to Eq. (15) since ⟨𝑓⟩ = 𝑢0𝑛, and

𝛾 = 𝛼(𝑢0 −𝒜𝑇 ), �̃� = 𝛼. (23)

The last result for �̃� means that the thermal centre in
Eq. (19) must indeed coincide with the LJ centre, as we
claimed above.

Evaluating averages with respect to 𝒫LEP, one finds in
linear response that

⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 = 𝛾/𝑑 and ⟨𝑓⟩𝑟 = 𝑛𝑢0,

which together with Eq. (23) imply Eq. (12). The other
LEP assumptions [Eqs (16) and (18)] can also be derived
as averages with respect to 𝒫LEP. Also, similarly to
Eq. (17), we have⟨

𝑒𝜇|𝑝|2
𝑚

⟩
𝑟

= 𝑇𝑑

(︂
⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟 +

𝛼𝒜𝑇𝑛
𝜇

𝑑

)︂
. (24)

The conclusion of this analysis is that the LEP dis-
tribution 𝒫LEP and its associated force 𝑓LEP describe a
consistent physical picture, at the one-body level, of the
behaviour of molecules in this system. If the equation of

state of the fluid is given, then the distribution has no ad-
justable parameters. This picture is fully consistent with
Ref. 8 and has the same implications. However, the LEP
distribution also makes predictions for other correlation
functions, beyond those considered so far.
In fact, our numerical results (Sec. IV) show that the

LEP distribution does not provide a full description of
the linear response of this fluid. To this end, we discuss
some corrections to this distribution.
An important feature is that the LEP distribution is

time-reversal symmetric (i.e. it is invariant under rever-
sal of all momenta), so it cannot describe dissipative
effects such as heat currents, which will be present if
𝒜𝑇 ̸= 0. Dissipative effects lead to non-zero values of
correlation functions that are odd under time reversal,
such as ⟨𝑝𝜇|𝑝|2/𝑚⟩. Eq. (19) can be modified in order to
incorporate such correlations, but within linear response,
these modifications have no effect on non-dissipative (time-
reversal-symmetric) quantities such as the molecular align-
ment. We therefore neglect dissipative terms in the fol-
lowing. However, there are also correlations to LEP that
do affect the molecular alignment, which we discuss in
Sec. III F.

F. Equipartition breaking (EPB)

We consider alternative solutions to Eq. (11), which we
write in terms of a function 𝛿𝐺 as

𝒫EPB = 𝒫LEP(1 + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 𝛿𝐺). (25)

Here EPB indicates an ‘equipartition-breaking’ solution
(and note that 𝛿𝐺 indicates a change in 𝐺, the 𝛿 does not
indicate any kind of delta function). Similarly

𝑓EPB = 𝑓LEP + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 (𝛿𝑓). (26)

The factors of 𝛼𝒜𝑇 in these equations highlight that cor-
rections to LEP are assumed to be linear in the deviation
from equilibrium, and are odd in 𝛼. We have found a
three-parameter family of EPB solutions, which depend
on (dimensionless) free parameters 𝜅, 𝜆 and 𝜉. We note
that this solution is specific to this system, in which all
intermolecular forces act via a single ‘force centre’. This
means that the only difference between the forces 𝐹 and
𝑓 in Eq. (2) is the external force. This places strong
constraints on the possible solutions to Eq. (11), and en-
ables this analysis. The formulae that describe the EPB
solutions are somewhat unwieldy: we first state them and
then discuss their physical consequences.
The EPB distribution has

𝛿𝐺 = −𝑛 · 𝑒
𝜒𝑇

(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
· (𝜅𝑝+ 𝜆𝑚𝛼�̇�)

+ 𝜉
𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛
𝑚𝛼𝑇

+ (𝑛 · 𝑒) [𝜅− (𝜅𝑑/𝜒)− 𝜆𝑑] (27)
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and the associated mean force is

𝛿𝑓 = 𝑒(𝑛 · 𝑒)(𝜆+ 𝜅)
|𝐿|2
𝐼𝛼

− 𝑛 · �̇�
𝜒

(𝜅𝑝+ 𝜆𝑚𝛼�̇�)

− 𝜅𝑇

𝛼
[𝑛− 𝑒(𝑛 · 𝑒)] , (28)

where we recall 𝜒 = 𝑚𝛼2/𝐼. The consistency of these
formulae with Eq. (11) is demonstrated in Appendix B 3.
The parameters 𝜅, 𝜆 and 𝜉 are not predicted within

this theory, so this general form for 𝒫 does not allow pre-
dictions from first principles, contrary to LEP. However,
the EPB theory does enforce relations between correla-
tion functions that come from the equations of motion,
such as Eq. (14). Hence, if 𝜅, 𝜆 and 𝜉 are obtained by
measuring certain correlation functions, then the values of
other correlation functions can be predicted. If all these
parameters are zero, then we recover LEP.

For the cases considered below, 𝜅, 𝜆 and 𝜉 are all posi-
tive and of similar magnitudes. The physical implications
of these parameters become apparent when we compute
correlation functions (see also Appendix C). For example,
instead of Eq. (17), we find

1

𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

⟨
𝑒𝜇

|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟

− ⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟 =
𝛼𝒜𝑇𝑛

𝜇

𝑑
(1− 2𝜆). (29)

The LEP case corresponds to 𝜆 = 0. We see that positive
𝜆 corresponds to a weaker correlation between a particle’s
angular momentum and its orientation compared with
LEP. Similarly

1

𝑇𝑑

⟨
𝑒𝜇

|𝑝|2
𝑚

⟩
𝑟

− ⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟 =
𝛼𝒜𝑇𝑛

𝜇

𝑑
(1− 2𝜅/𝜒). (30)

Based on these equations, one possible physical interpreta-
tion is that the thermal centre of the molecule is displaced
away from the LJ centre towards the centre of mass. How-
ever, we argue that this is not appropriate: a key feature
of EPB is that one cannot use a single thermal centre
to account for the statistics of both linear and angular
momentum.
As well as modified equipartition formulae, EPB also

predicts correlations of molecular properties with the force.
For example, Eq. (18) becomes

𝑇−1

⟨
𝑓𝜇

𝑑
− 𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈

⟩
𝑟

= −𝒜𝑇𝑛
𝜇(𝜆+ 𝜅)

(𝑑− 1)

𝑑
. (31)

The LEP case is 𝜆 = 𝜅 = 0, in which case the left-
hand side is zero, consistent with Eq. (18). The EPB
distribution predicts that the force is correlated with the
molecular orientation. In particular, for 𝜆 + 𝜅 > 0, it
predicts that the intermolecular force tends to be larger
when the molecules are either parallel or antiparallel to
the temperature gradient. This effect tends to reduce the
torque on the particles.

Combining the torque-balance condition [Eq. (14)] with
Eqs (29) and (31) leads to a modified prediction for the

molecular alignment,

⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 =
𝛼

𝑑

(︂
1

𝑇
⟨𝑓 · 𝑛⟩𝑟 −𝒜𝑇 (1− 𝜆+ 𝜅)

)︂
, (32)

which generalises Eq. (12). Note that if for some reason we
have 𝜆 ≈ 𝜅, then Eq. (12) may still hold to high accuracy,
even if the LEP assumptions [Eqs (16) and (18)] have
significant violations.

We have seen that 𝜅 and 𝜆 are related to deviations from
equipartition, and also have implications for correlations
between force and orientation. The third parameter 𝜉 is
related to coupling between linear and angular momentum.
For example, one has

1

𝐼𝑇
⟨𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛⟩𝑟 = 𝒜𝑇 (2𝜉 − 𝜆− 𝜅)

𝑑− 1

𝑑
. (33)

Another quantity related to equipartition is

1

𝑇
⟨𝑒𝜇(𝑝 · �̇�)⟩𝑟 = 𝒜𝑇𝑛

𝜇(𝜉 − 𝜆− 𝜅)
𝑑− 1

𝑑
. (34)

One notes that among the five correlation functions
[Eqs (29)–(31), (33) and (34)], there are only three in-
dependent parameters, 𝜅, 𝜆 and 𝜉. These constraints
on correlation functions arise from the form of the Liou-
ville equation [Eq. (11)]. For example, in Appendix C,
Eq. (C12) is derived directly from the equations of motion
(in linear response). It can be rearranged to give

1

𝑇
⟨𝑒𝜇(𝑝·�̇�)⟩𝑟 =

1

2𝐼𝑇
⟨(𝑝×𝐿)𝜇⟩𝑟−

1

2𝑇
⟨(𝑓𝜇/𝑑)−𝑒𝜇(𝑓 ·𝑒)⟩𝑟

(35)
This result must hold for any solution of the Liouville
equation, which of course includes the EPB solution. Note
however that Eq. (31) cannot to our knowledge be derived
directly from the equations of motion: it seems to be a
specific property of the EPB solution.

G. Physical interpretation of EPB

Physically, we interpret 𝜆 and 𝜅 in terms of the cor-
relations between orientation and the kinetic energy of
a particle, from Eqs (29) and (30). If 𝜆 > 0 and 𝜅 > 0,
the kinetic energy of a particle is less strongly correlated
with its orientation than is predicted by LEP. Similar
effects could also be achieved by assuming that the ther-
mal centre of the molecule is somewhere between the LJ
centre and the molecular centre of mass, instead of at
the LJ centre, as in LEP. However, the form of Eq. (27)
and the fact that the correlation function in Eq. (34) is
non-zero within EPB both show that the state described
by Eq. (27) cannot be accounted for by assuming the
existence of a single thermal centre.
In numerical simulation (see Sec. IV), the parameters

𝜅 and 𝜆 can be estimated by considering correlations
of orientation and velocity. This leads to non-trivial
predictions for the correlations between the interparticle
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force and the velocity, via Eq. (28). In particular, one
sees from Eq. (31) that the correlations between velocities
and orientations can only be sustained if there are also
correlations of the interparticle force with the orientation.

The parameter 𝜉 is different in that it does not appear
in the expression for the mean force [Eq. (28)]. In this
sense, it encodes correlations among particle velocities
that do not require any (mean) force to sustain them.
Our numerical results (see below) are consistent with 𝜆,
𝜅 and 𝜉 all being of comparable magnitudes, with typical
values in the range 0.1–0.2.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Calculation method

We obtained numerical results using a modified version
of the LAMMPS simulation package28 (v. 11Aug17), with
the same methods as Ref. 8. The system is periodic, with
box dimensions 𝐿×𝐿×2𝐿, and comprises 5832 off-centre
LJ particles. The box length is chosen to produce the
desired overall number density, and in our simulations
is of the order of 𝐿 ≈ 15𝜎. The LJ interaction is trun-
cated at 7𝜎 and the time step was 0.005𝜎

√︀
𝑚/𝜀. There

is a temperature gradient along the 𝑧 direction, which
is achieved by imposing different temperatures in two
equally spaced thermal baths, each of width 2𝜎. The
temperature in these regions is controlled using local
Gaussian thermostats that act on the non-translational
kinetic energy of the reservoir and leave the centre of
mass motion unaffected, as in Ref. 8. After equilibration
at an appropriate state point,8 the Gaussian thermostats
were activated and the system was simulated for a time
2×103

√︀
𝑚𝜎2/𝜀, in order to establish the non-equilibrium

steady state. This was followed by production runs of
3.45×105

√︀
𝑚𝜎2/𝜀. (These long simulations are necessary

because the magnitude of the thermo-orientation effect
is small, so significant averaging is required in order to
obtain small statistical uncertainties.)

We partitioned the system into 20 segments along the
𝑧 direction and computed single-particle observables of
interest independently within each segment. The results
shown here are averaged over the segments, but excluding
regions that are overlapping with or close to the thermal
baths. The dependence of the results on 𝑧 is very weak
in all cases, consistent with the small imposed temper-
ature gradient. Error bars are computed by assuming
that measurements within each segment are independent
and calculating the standard error. Similar error esti-
mates could also be obtained by analysing how the results
fluctuate as a function of time. In addition to the re-
sults shown here, we also carried out some simulations
with a smaller time step 0.002𝜎

√︀
𝑚/𝜀. These simulations

reached shorter times so there is less data to average over,
hence numerical uncertainties are larger. However, we
did not find any evidence for significant dependence of
our results on the timestep.

B. Dependence of orientation on (𝜌, 𝑇 )

This section shows results for several state points, which
are labelled by (average) temperatures 𝑇 = 1.0𝜀 and
𝑇 = 1.25𝜀. The heat baths are maintained at 0.95𝑇 and
1.05𝑇 . The local temperature in simulations is deter-
mined as ⟨|𝑝|2/(𝑚𝑑)⟩𝑟: this varies linearly with 𝑧 in the
region outside the baths. The temperature gradient ∇𝑇
is measured using data for the local temperature, in the
region outside of the baths. This leads to values of 𝒜𝑇

between 0.006/𝜎 and 0.008/𝜎.
Since these gradients are small, the responses are also

small, and we therefore normalise all responses by the size
of the gradient itself. To this end, we define dimensionless
observables, which all have the property that they are
independent of 𝒜𝑇 within the linear response regime. The
response of the orientation to the gradient is

ℛ =
1

𝜎𝒜𝑇
⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 . (36)

The normalised interparticle force is

ℱ =
1

𝑇𝒜𝑇
⟨𝑓𝑧⟩𝑟. (37)

With this choice, and since 𝑛 is a unit vector in the 𝑧
direction, the LEP prediction [Eq. (12)] for the alignment,
which is also the prediction of Ref. 8, is

ℛ =
−𝛼

𝜎𝑑
(1−ℱ) . (38)

Note that 𝛼 < 0 throughout our numerical work. In this
section, we take 𝛼 = −0.25𝜎, as in Ref. 8. The LEP
prediction of Eq. (38) is tested in Fig. 2(a), for several
values of (𝜌, 𝑇 ). There is good, but not perfect, agree-
ment between the prediction and the numerical results.
The deviations are comparable with those found in the
NEMD (non-equilibrium molecular dynamics) simulations
of Ref. 8.
It is also notable that the response ℛ decreases with

density. This is expected because Eqs (12) and (15) with
𝐹 ext = 0 together imply ℛ = 𝒜𝜌/(𝒜𝑇 𝑑), so the response
is proportional to the induced density gradient 𝒜𝜌. As
the fluid gets denser, the compressibility is reduced, so
𝒜𝜌/𝒜𝑇 decreases, and so does the thermo-orientation
effect.
To test the LEP theory in more detail, we define two

quantities that measure the correlation between orienta-
tion and kinetic energy,

ℰ𝐿 =
−1

𝜎𝑇𝒜𝑇

⟨
𝑒𝑧

|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟

, (39)

ℰ𝑝 =
−1

𝜎𝑇𝒜𝑇

⟨
𝑒𝑧

|𝑝|2
𝑚

⟩
𝑟

. (40)

The minus signs in these definitions are somewhat arbi-
trary: they are included so that ℰ𝐿 and ℰ𝑝 are positive in
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FIG. 2. (a) Orientational response ℛ, shown as a function
of density 𝜌, for two different temperatures. The results are
compared with the LEP prediction [Eq. (38), equivalent to
Eq. (12)], showing good, but not perfect, agreement. (The
data are labelled by the average temperature, dashed lines
are guides to the eye.) (b) The coupling ℰ𝐿 of rotational
kinetic energy with orientation. The LEP prediction [Eq. (42),
equivalent to Eq. (16)], is considerably worse in this case. (c)
The correlation 𝒬 of force with orientation, which is predicted
to be zero within LEP, see Eq. (43). The LEP prediction is
poor. The EPB prediction [Eq. (45), equivalent to Eq. (31)] for
this quantity is significantly better, although still not perfect.

our numerical calculations, which means that the orienta-
tion is anti-correlated with the kinetic energy. We also
define

𝒬 =
−𝛼

𝜎𝑇𝒜𝑇
⟨𝑒𝑧(𝑓 · 𝑒)− (𝑓𝑧/𝑑)⟩𝑟 , (41)

which measures the correlation between the interparticle
force and the orientation. The LEP predictions [Eqs (17)

and (18)] are that

ℰ𝐿 =

(︂−𝛼

𝜎𝑑
−ℛ

)︂
(𝑑− 1), (42)

𝒬 = 0. (43)

These two predictions are tested in Fig. 2(b, c). One sees
significant violations of these predictions, which are larger
than the deviations from Eq. (38) that are apparent in
Fig. 2(a). In Sec. III C, assumptions equivalent to Eqs (42)
and (43) were used to derive the result given by Eq. (12),
which is equivalent to Eq. (38). The results of Fig. 2
show that the final result holds more accurately than the
assumptions that were used to derive it. Clearly, some
cancellation of errors is at work.

To investigate this, we consider the EPB theory, which
has adjustable parameters 𝜅 and 𝜆. To estimate them,
we use the EPB predictions of Eqs (29) and (30) to write

𝜆 =
1

2

[︂
1 +

𝜎𝑑

𝛼

(︂
ℛ+

ℰ𝐿
𝑑− 1

)︂]︂
𝜅 =

𝜒

2

[︂
1 +

𝜎𝑑

𝛼

(︂
ℛ+

ℰ𝑝
𝑑

)︂]︂
.

(44)

Hence (𝜅, 𝜆) may be estimated from the data. (If LEP
holds, then 𝜅 = 0 = 𝜆.) Once 𝜅 and 𝜆 are fixed, then
Eq. (31) is a non-trivial prediction of EPB theory. It
implies that

𝒬 =
−𝛼

𝜎
(𝜆+ 𝜅)

𝑑− 1

𝑑
(45)

This prediction is tested in Fig. 2(c). We note that in
contrast to LEP, which predicts 𝒬 = 0, the EPB predic-
tion gives the correct (positive) sign for 𝒬. However, the
numerical results still deviate from the EPB prediction.
Recalling Eq. (41), we observe from Fig. 2(c) that the
force 𝑓 tends to be either parallel or anti-parallel to 𝑒
(recall 𝛼 < 0). Hence, the mean torque on the molecule is
reduced, compared to the LEP theory. This situation is
similar for all four state points considered. We now fix a
single state point and study its behaviour in more detail,
focussing on the dependence of thermo-orientation on 𝛼.

C. Dependence of orientation on 𝛼

We focus on 𝑇 = 1.0𝜀 and 𝜌 = 0.75𝜎−3, and we consider
how the results depend on 𝛼. For 𝛼 = 0, there is no
thermally induced alignment, so it is natural to expect
responses proportional to 𝛼 when |𝛼/𝜎| ≪ 1. However,
we emphasise that there is no assumption of small 𝛼
within our theory: we consider linear response to the
thermal gradient 𝒜𝑇 , but our theory can in principle
capture non-linear dependence on 𝛼.

Fig. 3(a) shows the response as a function of 𝛼, and the
comparison with the LEP prediction of Eq. (12). [The
points for 𝛼 = −0.25𝜎 were already shown in Fig. 2(a).]
The LEP prediction is almost linear in 𝛼, because the
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FIG. 3. (a) Orientational response ℛ as a function of |𝛼/𝜎|,
and the LEP prediction [Eq. (38)]. The agreement is good for
small |𝛼| but deviations appear for larger |𝛼|. (b) Test of the
torque-balance condition [Eq. (47)], which is derived directly
from the equations of motion. This is obeyed to within our
numerical uncertainty.

mean force ⟨𝑓⟩𝑟 in Eq. (12) depends very weakly on 𝛼.
The numerical results show a saturation in the thermo-
orientation as 𝛼 is increased, which is not captured by
Eq. (12). We have checked that this result is not asso-
ciated with a breakdown of linear response in 𝒜𝑇 : for
𝛼 = −0.32𝜎, we reduced the temperature gradient by a
factor of two, which led to very small change in ℛ (the
difference was less than 10−3 and within the range of
error bars). The conclusion is that LEP is violated at the
level of linear response to the temperature gradient. This
is consistent with the EPB theory.

We now consider the torque-balance equation [Eq. (14)].
We define a normalised torque as the projection of the
interparticle force perpendicular to the orientation,

ℱ⊥ =
−𝛼

𝜎𝑇𝒜𝑇
⟨𝑓𝑧 − 𝑒𝑧(𝑓 · 𝑒)⟩𝑟 , (46)

so that Eq. (14) is equivalent to

ℰ𝐿 = ℱ⊥. (47)

From Fig. 3(b), we see that the equation is obeyed, up
to numerical and statistical uncertainties. It was derived
directly from the equations of motion, up to our neglect of
the right-hand side of Eq. (13), which we have separately
verified to be very small [at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than the quantities plotted in Fig. 3(b)].

LEP prediction
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results
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LEP prediction

simulation
results
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ℰ 𝑝
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𝒬

𝒟
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|𝛼/𝜎|
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FIG. 4. Deviations from LEP. (a,b) Results for the coupling
between orientation and kinetic energy, ℰ𝐿 and ℰ𝑝, compared
with the LEP predictions [Eqs (42) and (48)]. There are signifi-
cant deviations from LEP. (c) The correlation 𝒬 between force
and orientation and the correlation 𝒟 between translational
and angular momentum, both of which are predicted to be
zero in LEP.

Since Eq. (14) does not rely on LEP nor on linear re-
sponse, any deviations from this prediction would have
to be attributed to errors associated with our numerical
integration of the equations of motion.
We now test in detail the predictions of LEP, which

include Eqs (42) and (43), as well as Eq. (24), which is
equivalent to

ℰ𝑝 =
−𝛼

𝜎
−ℛ𝑑. (48)

We also define

𝒟 =
1

𝐼𝑇𝒜𝑇
⟨(𝑝×𝐿)𝑧⟩ (49)

redacted
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FIG. 5. EPB theory. (a) Values of the EPB parameters 𝜅, 𝜆,
estimated using Eq. (44). (b) Test of the EPB prediction
[Eq. (31)], based on the values of 𝜅, 𝜆 in the top panel. The
EPB theory partially captures the deviations from LEP, but
it predicts a stronger correlation than is found numerically.

and note that LEP predicts

𝒟 = 0. (50)

The predictions of Eqs (42), (43), (48) and (50) are all
tested in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that while the
LEP prediction in Fig. 3(a) is accurate for |𝛼/𝜎| = 0.17
and gives a reasonable estimate of the orientation effect at
|𝛼/𝜎| = 0.25, the other LEP predictions shown in Fig. 4
are much less accurate in this regime. This is a similar
cancellation of errors to that observed in Fig. 2: that is,
LEP gives reasonable predictions of ℛ, but less accurate
predictions of other quantities.

The EPB theory provides a partial explanation of this
behaviour. The theory predicts Eq. (32), which is equiva-
lent to

ℛ =
−𝛼

𝜎𝑑
(1−ℱ + 𝜅− 𝜆). (51)

We can compare this expression with Eq. (38): the differ-
ence is in the term 𝜅− 𝜆. Fig. 5(a) shows estimates of 𝜅
and 𝜆 using Eq. (44). Both are positive and significantly
different from zero, consistent with the deviations from
LEP seen in Fig. 4(a, b). Note also that our results are
consistent with 𝜅 → 0 and 𝜆 → 0 as 𝛼 → 0, so that LEP
appears to hold for small 𝛼.
The key point is that 𝜅 and 𝜆 are numerically similar,

which means that the EPB contributions to Eq. (51)

are small, even though the individual values of 𝜅 and 𝜆
indicate significant violations of LEP. Results are shown in
Fig. 5(b), compared with the EPB prediction [Eq. (45)].
For 𝛼 = −0.17𝜎, our results are consistent with EPB
theory: we have 𝜅 ≈ 𝜆 and the LEP prediction for ℛ
is still accurate, even if other LEP predictions fail. For
|𝛼/𝜎| ≥ 0.25, the EPB theory still gives better qualitative
predictions than LEP, but we also observe significant
deviations, consistent with Fig. 2(c). While the LEP
theory predicts 𝒬 = 0, the EPB theory gives the right
sign for 𝒬 and is accurate for small |𝛼/𝜎|, but there are
deviations for larger values of |𝛼/𝜎|.
Finally, we note from Eq. (33) that

𝒟 = (2𝜉 − 𝜆− 𝜅)
𝑑− 1

𝑑
. (52)

For |𝛼/𝜎| < 0.25, where the EPB theory is reasonably
accurate, one may then use the results of Fig. 5 to estimate
𝜉, which is positive and similar in magnitude to both 𝜅
and 𝜆. Within the framework presented here, we have no
explanation of this apparent coincidence. The smallness
of 𝜅− 𝜆 is the source of the cancellation of errors in the
LEP prediction of ℛ, so it would be useful to have an
explanation of this effect. It is notable that for 𝜅 = 𝜆,
the first term in Eq. (27) is proportional to the squared
velocity of the LJ centre of the molecule, but a more
detailed analysis of the structure of 𝛿𝐺 is beyond the
scope of this work.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown how a theory of thermo-orientation
can be derived directly from the equations of molecular
dynamics. The central idea is that the form of the one-
particle Liouville equation [Eq. (11)] places constraints on
steady-state correlation functions of the non-equilibrium
fluid. The mean force 𝑓 in that equation depends on the
orientation and velocity of the particle, and this depen-
dence is not known. However, we have presented two
possible types of solution for Eq. (11), which are asso-
ciated with specific forms for 𝑓 . One of these solutions
corresponds to a local equipartition assumption (LEP)
and the other to a non-trivial state where local equiparti-
tion is broken (EPB). The LEP assumption recovers the
prediction of Ref. 8 for thermo-orientation in this system.
The EPB assumption shows how deviations from LEP
can appear even at linear response in the temperature
gradient.

We have also presented numerical results. For molecules
where the centre of mass is close to the interaction cen-
tre (small |𝛼/𝜎|), the LEP theory is very accurate. For
|𝛼/𝜎| & 0.25, there are significant deviations from LEP.
The EPB theory can capture some of these deviations
by appropriate choices of fitting parameters. This theory
also makes a non-trivial prediction [Eq. (45), equivalent to
Eq. (31)] which improves on the LEP prediction but is still
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not fully consistent with the numerical results. This indi-
cates that the EPB theory is not a full description of the
non-equilibrium steady state, even in the linear-response
regime.
The detailed EPB theory is restricted to the system

considered here, because specifying the mean force 𝑓
in the Liouville equation means that the mean torque
on the molecule is also fully determined. However, the
structure of the LEP solution is quite general, and can
be analysed in other cases too. For future directions, one
might include electrostatic polarisation in the theory8 as
well as investigating in more detail the accuracy of LEP
for particles with different shapes.9
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Appendix A: Connection to previous studies

In Eq. (5) of Ref. 8, the alignment of non-polar
molecules is computed via

⟨cos 𝜃(𝑧)⟩ = 𝛽(𝑧)𝛼𝑓LJ(𝑧)

3
=

𝛼𝑓LJ(𝑧)

𝑑𝑇 (𝑧)
, (A1)

where 𝑓LJ is a force that acts at the LJ centre of the
molecule, and we have used 𝑑 = 3 explicitly. The physical
picture of Ref. 8 is that the various terms in our Eq. (15)
are all identified as forces (acting along the 𝑧 direction,
which is the direction of 𝑛). In particular, 𝑇𝒜𝑇 = 𝑛 ·∇𝑇
and 𝑇𝒜𝜌 = (𝑇/𝜌)𝑛 · ∇𝜌 are referred to as ‘ideal forces’.
Moreover, the ideal force 𝑇𝒜𝑇 is identified as acting at
the LJ centre, so it contributes to 𝑓LJ in Eq. (A1), while
the other ideal force 𝑇𝒜𝜌 is identified as acting at the
centre of mass.

In more detail, the correspondence with Ref. 8 is

𝑓LJ ↔ ⟨𝑛 · 𝑓⟩𝑟 − 𝑇𝒜𝑇 ,

𝑓cm ↔ 𝑇𝒜𝜌,

𝑓ext ↔ 𝐹 ext,

(A2)

where the forces of Ref. 8 are on the left and the corre-
sponding quantities in this work are on the right. One sees
that Eq. (15) of this work corresponds to force balance
𝑓cm+𝑓LJ+𝑓ext = 0, as in Ref. 8. Combining Eq. (A1) with
Eq. (A2) and noting also ⟨cos 𝜃(𝑧)⟩ ↔ ⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 recovers
Eq. (12).
We reiterate that the assignment of the ideal forces

𝑇𝒜𝑇 and 𝑇𝒜𝜌 to 𝑓LJ and 𝑓cm in Eq. (A2) was justified
in Ref. 8 on phenomenological grounds. A key result
from this work is that the LEP distribution provides a
microscopic basis for this choice.

Note also that all results in this work are for thermo-
orientation in the absence of any external force 𝐹 ext.
These were called ‘NEMD runs’ in Ref. 8, which also
considered ‘∇𝑇 runs’, in which an external force was
added in order that there was no density gradient 𝒜𝜌 = 0,
and ‘∇𝜌 runs’, where there was an external force and a
density gradient but no temperature gradient.
The theory presented here can be applied in all cases.

However, for ∇𝜌 runs, the system is at equilibrium, and
LEP predictions are exact (see Sec. III C). We have anal-
ysed ∇𝑇 runs, and have found that the absolute differ-
ences between LEP and EPB theory are very similar to
NEMD runs (i.e. those with no external force). However,
the total thermo-orientation effect is much larger if the
external force is applied, so the deviations between LEP
and EPB are less apparent in the ∇𝑇 runs. The NEMD
case is the one of primary interest, and it is also the most
challenging for the theory, hence we focus on that case.

Appendix B: Solutions to the one-particle Liouville
equation

This appendix shows that the LEP and EPB distribu-
tions are consistent with the Liouville equation Eq. (11).
Define an equilibrium-like distribution

𝒫eq(𝑒, 𝑝, 𝐿|𝑟) = 1

𝑇 (𝑟)𝑑−1/2
exp

(︂ −𝒦
𝑇 (𝑟)

)︂ 𝒫0

𝑍eq
, (B1)

where the kinetic energy 𝒦 is given by Eq. (20). We seek
solutions to Eq. (11) of the form 𝒫 = 𝐺𝒫eq for some
function 𝐺. As usual, we work in the linear response
regime; at zeroth order then 𝐺 = 1. Dividing Eq. (11) by
𝒫eq and defining 𝐺 = 𝒫/𝒫eq yields

0 =
1

𝑚
(𝑛 · 𝑝)[𝒜𝜌 +𝒜𝑇 (𝒦 −𝒦)/𝑇 ]𝐺

+ 𝐼−1∇𝑒 · ((𝐿× 𝑒)𝐺)

+∇𝑝 ·
(︀
𝑓𝐺

)︀
− 𝑝 · (𝑛𝐹 ext + 𝑓)

𝑚𝑇
𝐺

+ 𝛼∇𝐿 ·
(︀
(𝑒× 𝑓)𝐺

)︀
− 𝛼

𝐼𝑇
𝐿 · (𝑒× 𝑓)𝐺,

where 𝒦 = (𝑑 − 1/2)𝑇 is the mean kinetic energy. We
note that 𝒜𝜌, 𝒜𝑇 , 𝑓 ,𝐹 ext, and (𝐺− 1) are all small in
the linear response regime where we work. Keeping terms
at first order and rearranging the order of some terms,
we obtain

0 =
1

𝑚𝑇
(𝑛 · 𝑝)[𝒜𝜌𝑇 − 𝐹 ext +𝒜𝑇 (𝒦 −𝒦)]

+∇𝑝 · 𝑓 + 𝛼∇𝐿 · (𝑒× 𝑓)

+ 𝐼−1(𝐿× 𝑒) · ∇𝑒𝐺

− 𝑝 · 𝑓
𝑚𝑇

− 𝛼

𝐼𝑇
(𝐿× 𝑒) · 𝑓 , (B2)

where we have also rearranged some terms using vector
product identifies, particularly ∇𝑒 · ((𝐿 × 𝑒)𝐺) = (𝐿 ×
𝑒) · ∇𝑒𝐺.
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We note that the derivatives with respect to 𝐿 and 𝑒
in Eq. (B2) treat the orientation and angular momenta as
vectors with three components, but we are restricting to
cases where 𝑒 is a unit vector and 𝑒 ·𝐿 = 0. One may also
verify this analysis with 𝑒 being represented explicitly
as a point on the unit sphere, so that the vector ∇𝑒𝐺 is
tangential to the sphere. For the angular momentum, a
consistent analysis requires that 𝑓 is independent of 𝐿 · 𝑒.

1. Boltzmann solution (for 𝒜𝑇 = 0)

We first consider the case where there is no temperature
gradient, but an external force 𝐹 ext is applied. The system
is at equilibrium but the force does induce an alignment
of the particles, as in the ‘∇𝜌 runs’ of Ref. 8. It is useful
to write

𝐺Boltz = 1 + 𝛾Boltz(𝑛 · 𝑒) (B3)

and

𝑓Boltz = 𝑓Boltz𝑛 (B4)

Here 𝛾Boltz, 𝑓Boltz are constants, independent of 𝑒, 𝑝 and
𝐿. One may interpret 𝐺 as a first-order Taylor expansion
of an orientational distribution 𝒫Boltz(𝑛) ∝ e𝛾Boltz(𝑛·𝑒),
where 𝛾Boltz is a free energy gain (normalised by the tem-
perature) for alignment of 𝑒 with 𝑛. Assuming (B3,B4)
and setting 𝒜𝑇 = 0, consistency with Eq. (B2) requires

𝑓Boltz = 𝑇𝒜𝜌 − 𝐹 ext and 𝛾Boltz = 𝑓Boltz.

The form of 𝐺Boltz also implies ⟨cos 𝜃⟩𝑟 = 𝛾/𝑑, so this is
also consistent with Eqs (12) and (15).

2. LEP solution

In the Boltzmann case, Eq. (B2) is linear in momenta.
In this case, 𝑓 is independent of momenta. However, if
𝒜𝑇 ̸= 0, then Eq. (B2) contains terms cubic in momenta,
due to the presence of the kinetic energy 𝒦. In the LEP
solution, one chooses 𝑓 so that the term proportional to
𝒜𝑇𝒦 in Eq. (B2) is cancelled by the term proportional
to 𝑝 · 𝑓 . This requires

𝑓LEP = 𝑛
[︀
𝑢0𝑇 +𝒜𝑇

(︀
𝒦 −𝒦

)︀]︀
,

as in Eq. (21). With this choice, the term in Eq. (B2)
proportional to (𝐿× 𝑒) · 𝑓 generates an additional non-
linear term that is cancelled by the term proportional to
∇𝑒𝐺, which requires

𝐺LEP = 1 + (𝑛 · 𝑒)
[︀
𝛾 + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 (𝒦 −𝒦)/𝑇

]︀
. (B5)

This choice, together with Eq. (21), ensures the cancel-
lation of all terms in Eq. (B2) that are non-linear in
momenta. Next, one must choose 𝑢0 and 𝛾 such that the
linear terms cancel and Eq. (B2) is satisfied. This requires

that Eq. (22) holds, and that 𝛾 = 𝛼(𝑢0−𝒜𝑇 ) is consistent
with Eq. (23). Finally, we note that Eq. (B5) is consistent
with Eq. (19) only if �̃� = 𝛼. Hence, at leading order,
Eqs (19), (21), (22) and (23) are together consistent with
Eq. (B2) and therefore with Eq. (11), as required.

3. EPB solution

We now turn to the EPB distribution. Recall that the
angular velocity is �̇� = 𝐼−1(𝐿× 𝑒). From Eqs (25) and
(26), one has 𝐺 = 𝐺LEP + (𝛼𝒜𝑇 )𝛿𝐺 and 𝑓 = 𝑓LEP +
(𝛼𝒜𝑇 )𝛿𝑓 . Since 𝐺LEP and 𝑓LEP together already solve
Eq. (B2), that equation may be rewritten as

0 =∇𝑝 · 𝛿𝑓 + 𝛼∇𝐿 · (𝑒× 𝛿𝑓)

+ �̇� · ∇𝑒(𝛿𝐺)− 1

𝑇

(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
· 𝛿𝑓 . (B6)

We write 𝛿𝐺 = 𝛿𝐺𝜅 + 𝛿𝐺𝜆 + 𝛿𝐺𝜉 and similarly 𝛿𝑓 =

𝛿𝑓𝜅 + 𝛿𝑓𝜆 (note 𝛿𝑓 𝜉 = 0). The linearity of Eq. (B6)

means that if each pair (such as 𝛿𝐺𝜅, 𝛿𝑓𝜅) solves Eq. (B6)
separately, then their sum is also a solution.

a. 𝜅 term

We first consider

𝛿𝑓𝜅 = 𝜅

[︂
𝑒(𝑛 · 𝑒) |𝐿|2

𝐼𝛼
− 𝑝

𝑛 · �̇�
𝜒

− 𝑇

𝛼
(𝑛− 𝑒(𝑛 · 𝑒))

]︂
and

𝛿𝐺𝜅 = −𝜅(𝑛 · 𝑒)
[︂

𝑝

𝜒𝑇
·
(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
+ 1− 𝑑

𝜒

]︂
.

In Eq. (B6), we recall that derivatives with respect to 𝑒
are taken at fixed 𝐿. Hence, for any fixed vector 𝑎, one
has

∇𝜇
𝑒(�̇� · 𝑎) = 𝐼−1∇𝜇

𝑒(𝐿× 𝑒 · 𝑎) = 𝐼−1(𝑎×𝐿)𝜇. (B7)

Making use of this formula,

�̇� · ∇𝑒(𝛿𝐺𝜅) = −𝜅(𝑛 · �̇�)
[︂

𝑝

𝜒𝑇
·
(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
+ 1− 𝑑

𝜒

]︂
− 𝛼𝜅

𝑛 · 𝑒
𝜒𝐼𝑇

(�̇� · 𝑝×𝐿). (B8)

Note also that

�̇� · 𝑝×𝐿 = 𝐼−1(𝐿× 𝑒) · (𝑝×𝐿) = −(𝑝 · 𝑒) |𝐿|2
𝐼

. (B9)

Combining all these formulae and recalling 𝜒 = 𝑚𝛼2/𝐼,
one may verify that Eq. (B6) holds.
We observe that the functional forms of 𝛿𝑓 and 𝛿𝐺

are constrained by the fact the second line of Eq. (B6)
contains terms that are non-linear in momenta, which
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must all cancel. In particular, this enforces that the non-
linear terms in 𝛿𝐺 must be proportional to (𝑝/𝑚+ 𝛼�̇�),
which is the same factor multiplying 𝛿𝑓 in Eq. (B6), and

may be identified as the velocity �̇�𝑖 of the LJ centre of
the molecule.

b. 𝜆 term

The analysis of this case is similar to the previous
one, except that the nonlinearity in 𝛿𝐺 includes terms
quadratic in �̇�, instead of terms quadratic in 𝑝. In partic-
ular

𝛿𝐺𝜆 = −𝜆(𝑛 · 𝑒)
[︂
𝑚𝛼�̇�

𝜒𝑇
·
(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
− 𝑑

]︂
, (B10)

where one again notices the same factor of (𝑝/𝑚+ 𝛼�̇�).
Hence

�̇� · ∇𝑒(𝛿𝐺𝜆) = −𝜆(𝑛 · �̇�)
[︂
𝑚𝛼�̇�

𝜒𝑇
·
(︁ 𝑝

𝑚
+ 𝛼�̇�

)︁
− 𝑑

]︂
− 𝛼𝜆

𝑛 · 𝑒
𝜒𝐼𝑇

(�̇� · 𝑝×𝐿). (B11)

Also,

𝛿𝑓𝜆 = 𝜆

[︂
𝑒(𝑛 · 𝑒) |𝐿|2

𝐼𝛼
−𝑚𝛼�̇�

𝑛 · �̇�
𝜒

]︂
, (B12)

from which one has

𝑒× 𝛿𝑓𝜆 = −𝜆𝑚𝛼(𝑒× �̇�)(𝑛 · �̇�).

In order to evaluate the contribution ∇𝐿 · (𝑒 × 𝛿𝑓𝜆) in
Eq. (B6), it is important that 𝑓 does not depend on the
constant of motion 𝑒 · 𝐿. One uses (𝑒 × �̇�) = 𝐼−1[𝐿 −
𝑒(𝐿 · 𝑒)] to write

𝑒× 𝛿𝑓𝜆 = −(𝜆𝑚𝛼/𝐼2)[𝐿− 𝑒(𝐿 · 𝑒)](𝑛 ·𝐿× 𝑒).

The derivative of this expression can be evaluated as

𝛼∇𝐿 · (𝑒× 𝛿𝑓𝜆) = −𝜆𝑑(𝑛 · �̇�). (B13)

Combining Eqs (B10)–(B13), one may again verify
Eq. (B6).

c. 𝜉 term

The parameter 𝜉 does not appear in 𝑓 . Instead one
notes that

𝛿𝐺𝜉 = 𝜉
𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛
𝑚𝛼𝑇

,

for which ∇𝑒(𝛿𝐺𝜉) = 0 and so Eq. (B6) holds trivially.

Appendix C: Correlation functions for the LEP and EPB
distributions

This Appendix shows how to compute expectation val-
ues with respect to the LEP and EPB distributions. To
first order one has

𝒫LEP = 𝒫eq[1 +𝐺LEP],

𝒫EPB = 𝒫eq[1 +𝐺LEP + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 𝛿𝐺],

where 𝒫eq was defined in Eq. (B1), while 𝐺LEP comes
from Eq. (B5) and 𝛿𝐺 from Eq. (27). Hence (for any 𝐴)
the EPB average is

⟨𝐴⟩𝑟 = ⟨𝐴[1 +𝐺LEP + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 𝛿𝐺]⟩eq,

where ⟨𝐴⟩eq indicates an average with respect to 𝒫eq.
Hence, all correlation functions can be reduced to av-
erages with respect to this Gaussian distribution. We
summarise some general results before computing some
specific correlations. The momentum 𝑝 is independent of
all other variables, and

⟨𝑝𝜇𝑝𝜈⟩eq = 𝑚𝑇𝛿𝜇𝜈 ,

⟨|𝑝|4⟩eq − ⟨|𝑝|2⟩2eq = 2𝑑(𝑚𝑇 )2.
(C1)

For the orientation one has

⟨𝑒𝜇𝑒𝜈⟩eq = 𝛿𝜇𝜈/𝑑,

⟨|𝐿|2⟩eq = 𝐼𝑇 (𝑑− 1), (C2)

⟨|𝐿|4⟩eq − ⟨|𝐿|2⟩2eq = 2(𝑑− 1)(𝐼𝑇 )2.

The orientation and angular momentum are not com-
pletely independent (because 𝐿 · 𝑒 = 0). One has

⟨𝑒𝜇𝑒𝜈 |𝐿|2⟩eq = ⟨𝑒𝜇𝑒𝜈⟩eq⟨|𝐿|2⟩eq,

⟨(𝐿× 𝑒)𝜇(𝐿× 𝑒)𝜈⟩eq =
(𝑑− 1)𝐼𝑇

𝑑
𝛿𝜇𝜈 .

(C3)

Since 𝐿 and 𝑝 are independent, one also has

⟨(𝑝×𝐿)𝜇(𝑝×𝐿)𝜈⟩eq =
2𝑚𝐼𝑇 2(𝑑− 1)

𝑑
𝛿𝜇𝜈 . (C4)

1. Average orientation and force

Using the results above, one may now evaluate correla-
tion functions. For example, the average orientation for
the LEP distribution is

⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟,LEP = ⟨𝑒𝜇(1 +𝐺LEP)⟩eq
=

⟨︀
𝑒𝜇(𝑛 · 𝑒)[𝛾 + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 (𝒦 −𝒦)/𝑇 ]

⟩︀
eq

=
𝛾

𝑑
𝑛𝜇. (C5)

To obtain the second line, we used the fact that 𝒫eq is
even in 𝑒, as well as Eq. (B5). To get to the third line, we
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note that 𝒦 is independent of the orientation. To obtain
the equivalent result for the full EPB distribution requires
computation of the correction 𝛼𝒜𝑇 ⟨𝑒𝜇𝛿𝐺⟩eq. Performing
the Gaussian integrals yields

⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟 =
𝛾 + (𝜅− 𝜆)𝛼𝒜𝑇

𝑑
𝑛𝜇. (C6)

Similarly one sees that (to leading order)⟨︀
𝑓
⟩︀
𝑟
= ⟨𝑓⟩eq = 𝑢0𝑇𝑛.

(The average ⟨𝛿𝑓⟩eq of the EPB force is zero.) Using this
formula with Eq. (C6) and Eq. (23) yields Eq. (32).

2. Equipartition formulae

Having explained the general method, we sketch the
computations of other correlation functions. To derive
Eq. (29), which quantifies deviations from equipartition,
one first considers the LEP case,⟨︀
𝑒𝜇|𝐿|2

⟩︀
𝑟,LEP

= ⟨𝑒𝜇|𝐿|2(1 +𝐺LEP)⟩eq
=

⟨︀
𝑒𝜇|𝐿|2(𝑛 · 𝑒)[𝛾 + 𝛼𝒜𝑇 (𝒦 −𝒦)/𝑇 ]

⟩︀
eq

=
𝛾𝐼𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

𝑑
𝑛𝜇 +

𝛼𝒜𝑇 𝐼𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

𝑑
𝑛𝜇.

Using Eq. (C5) and rearranging, one has

1

𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

⟨
𝑒𝜇

|𝐿|2
𝐼

⟩
𝑟,LEP

− ⟨𝑒𝜇⟩𝑟,LEP =
𝛼𝒜𝑇𝑛

𝜇

𝑑
, (C7)

consistent with Eq. (17). The EPB correction to this
quantity may be written as

𝛼𝒜𝑇

𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

⟨
𝑒𝜇

[︂ |𝐿|2
𝐼

− 𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

]︂
𝛿𝐺

⟩
eq

. (C8)

The only non-zero contribution to this average comes
from terms proportional to 𝛿𝐺𝜆. The relevant term in
𝛿𝐺𝜆 is 𝑚𝛼2|�̇�|2/(𝜒𝑇 ) = |𝐿|2/(𝐼𝑇 ), where we used the
definition of 𝜒. Noting that the other terms in 𝛿𝐺𝜆 all
have vanishing contributions to the average, Eq. (C8) can
be reduced to

−𝛼𝒜𝑇

𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

⟨
𝑒𝜇

[︂ |𝐿|2
𝐼

− 𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

]︂
𝜆(𝑛 · 𝑒) |𝐿|2

𝐼𝑇

⟩
eq

.

This evaluates to −2𝜆𝑛𝜇𝛼𝒜𝑇 /𝑑. Adding this correction
to the LEP result [Eq. (C7)] yields Eq. (29).
The other equipartition formula, Eq. (30), can be de-

rived similarly. The only term in 𝛿𝐺 that contributes to
the EPB correction is (𝑛 · 𝑒)|𝑝|2/(𝑚𝜒𝑇 ), which appears
in 𝛿𝐺𝜅.

3. Other correlation functions

To derive Eq. (31), note that ⟨(𝑓𝜇/𝑑)− 𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟,LEP =

0 and recall ⟨𝛿𝑓⟩eq = 0. Hence

⟨(𝑓𝜇/𝑑)− 𝑒𝜇𝑓𝜈𝑒𝜈⟩𝑟 = −⟨𝑒𝜇(𝛿𝑓 · 𝑒)⟩eq

= −𝛼𝒜𝑇

⟨
𝑒𝜇(𝑛 · 𝑒)(𝜆+ 𝜅)

|𝐿|2
𝐼𝛼

⟩
eq

= −𝒜𝑇 (𝜆+ 𝜅)
𝑇 (𝑑− 1)

𝑑
,

consistent with Eq. (31).
To derive Eq. (33), one writes

⟨𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛⟩𝑟 = 𝛼𝒜𝑇 ⟨(𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛)𝛿𝐺⟩eq.

There are several relevant contributions to 𝛿𝐺, all of
which are linear in 𝑝 (otherwise the correlation function
vanishes). The contribution from 𝛿𝐺𝜉 is proportional
to ⟨(𝑝 × 𝐿 · 𝑛)2⟩eq, which is given in Eq. (C4). The
contribution from 𝛿𝐺𝜅+ 𝛿𝐺𝜆 is proportional to 𝜅+𝜆 and
also proportional to

⟨(𝑛·𝑒)(𝑝·�̇�)(𝑝×𝐿·𝑛)⟩eq = 𝐼−1⟨(𝑛·𝑒)(𝑝×𝐿·𝑒)(𝑝×𝐿·𝑛)⟩eq,

which evaluates to 𝑚𝑇 2(𝑑− 1)/𝑑. To show this, one may
first average over the momentum 𝑝, which is independent
of 𝑒 and 𝐿, and then use vector product identities.
Following the same methodology, one may also show

that

1

𝑇
⟨(𝑛 · 𝑒)(𝑝 · �̇�)⟩𝑟 = −𝒜𝑇 (𝜆+ 𝜅− 𝜉)

𝑑− 1

𝑑
,

1

𝑇
⟨(𝑛 · �̇�)(𝑝 · 𝑒)⟩𝑟 = −𝒜𝑇 𝜉

𝑑− 1

𝑑
.

(C9)

The second equation does not include 𝜅 or 𝜆 because

⟨(𝑛 · �̇�)(𝑛 · 𝑒)(𝑝 · �̇�)(𝑝 · 𝑒)⟩eq = 0,

which may be checked by performing the average over 𝑝
and then using 𝑒 · �̇� = 0. Writing 𝐿 = 𝐼(𝑒× �̇�), one also
sees that

𝑝×𝐿 · 𝑛 = 𝐼[(𝑛 · 𝑒)(𝑝 · �̇�)− (𝑛 · �̇�)(𝑝 · 𝑒)] . (C10)

Hence, taking the difference of the two lines of Eq. (C9)
provides an alternative derivation of Eq. (33).
Finally, we note that writing Eq. (6) with 𝑝𝜇𝑖 replaced

(on the left-hand side) by (𝑝𝑖 · 𝑒𝑖)(𝑒𝑖 ·𝑛)− (𝑝𝑖 ·𝑛)/𝑑 and
using the equations of motion [Eq. (2)] yields

0 =
⟨︀
(𝑓 ·𝑒)(𝑒·𝑛)−(𝑓 ·𝑛)/𝑑+(𝑝·�̇�)(𝑒·𝑛)+(𝑝·𝑒)(�̇�·𝑛)

⟩︀
𝑟
,

(C11)
where we dropped a term that vanishes in linear response.
Rearranging and using Eq. (C10), we have

0 =
⟨︀
(𝑓 ·𝑒)(𝑒·𝑛)−(𝑓 ·𝑛)/𝑑+2(𝑝·�̇�)(𝑒·𝑛)− 1

𝐼
(𝑝×𝐿·𝑛)

⟩︀
𝑟
.

(C12)
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Since Eqs (C11) and (C12) follow directly from the equa-
tions of motion, both LEP and EPB ansätze must be con-
sistent with them. Note that Eq. (C11) relates the sum
of the two correlation functions in Eq. (C9) to the force-
orientation correlation in Eq. (31) – it is easily checked
that the EPB ansatz is consistent with this constraint.
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